** Tucson-Houston Show Update #2 is Online! **

The 2nd **Tucson-Houston Mineral Update!**

May 26th, 2009

Introducing rooms 9 and 10 - the latest additions to the Tucson-Houston mineral updates! All updates from this point on will include new specimens from both shows.
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**Tucson-Houston 2009 Room 9 - NEW!**

**Tucson-Houston 2009 Room 10 - NEW!**

**In this update, you'll find the following incredible mineral specimens:**

- Exceptional and amazing Wulfenite with Green Mimetite specimen
- RARE! Gemmy Topaz on Quartz cluster from Argentina
- Classic Morenci Mine Azurites
- RARE! Gemmy Green Beryl (Heliodor) on Quartz from Massachusetts
- Large Magnesite crystals with Hematite
- Rare Native Silver wire on matrix from China
- Gorgeous pink Elbaite cluster from a locality near Kashmir
- Beautiful cluster of Purple Creedite
- Amazing Native Silver spinel crystals from Batopilas
- Superbly crystalline Native Gold on Quartz
- Glassy Green Grossular cluster from the Jeffrey Mine
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Stunning Smoky-Amazonite cabinet piece
Huge bi-color (pink and green) Fluorite on matrix from Pakistan
RARE! Beautiful Aquamarine with Quartz from Nepal
Camp Encore Amethyst plate from Maine
Indicolite Tourmaline on Smoky Quartz
NEW FIND! Sulfur included Celestite crystals from Libya (floater)
Gem Golden Spodumene crystal on Quartz
Schorl crystals with Goshenite Beryl
Native Copper Wires on Prehnite
Rare specimen of Gibbsite and Doyleite

and much, much more! Remember, if you see something you like, feel free to make a reasonable offer and I'll see what we can work out. And as always, the layaway option is available for all purchases.

Enjoy the new update!

Kevin
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